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R, V and Rsun (and 
attitude if 6DOF) 
to power module 
I-V curve 
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I-V @ t1 
I-V @ t2 
I(@ Vcnst) 
SPACE Output for a SEPSim at One 
Specific Instance in Time 
I-V modeled from array 
I-V after pwr  sys 
losses (DDU mode) 
I-V post idealized PPU 
(PPU mode) 
PPU Mode Propulsion 
Schematic 
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simulations start in circular LEO 
at 28.5o inclination 
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pitch and yaw calculated from 
Directional Adaptive Guidance 
(DAG)  GN&C module to target 
200k km, simulation terminated 
at C3 ≥ -2 km2 sec-2 
-------------- 
no other orbital parameters 
targeted 
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roll assumed for perfect pointing 
(max sun) for problem 1 and roll 
hold (roll = 0) for problem 2 
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•  Power module called at 
integration time step 
•  Shadow effects are included 
•  All simulations are 3DOF 
•  No atmospheric drag 
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PPU mode w/ standard EP 
equations for propulsion model 
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inner belt outer belt 
note that zero power conditions associated with eclipse are filtered and not plotted for clarity 
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note that zero power conditions associated with eclipse are filtered and not plotted for clarity 
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inner belt outer belt 
note that zero power conditions 
associated with eclipse are filtered 
and not plotted for clarity 
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LVLH Roll Angle 
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